Al-Attiyah adds another stage win, Peterhansel keeps lead

Qatar picks up 40th Dakar stage victory and is now 3rd overall for stage wins behind Peterhansel (47) and Vatanen (50)

Peterhansel third as he stayed on the Red Sea coastline, with (50) in his sights.

Last year’s winner Carlos Sainz (ESP) finished fourth after crashing on stage three for the second consecutive year, adding to the woes of the 2020 rally, was almost six minutes adrift in third. French riders Baptiste Delamere, Stéphane Boulanger and Sébastien Loeb were in the top ten overall, with the Briton placed sixth at 17min 42sec.

Overall standings (top 10)

1. Stephean Peterhansel/Edouard Boulanger (FRA/FRA/Mini) +21:37
2. Carlos Sainz/Lucas Cruz (ESP/Marshell) +19:05
3. Ricky Brabec (USA/Honda) +18:51
4. Kevin Benavides (ARG/Honda) +22:06
5. Stéphane Dehecq/Michaël Horan (FRA/Optimus) +23:46
6. Sébastien Boulanger/Christophe Michalski (FRA/Mini) +25:06
7. Cyril Despres/Michael Horns (FRA/Dakar) +26:05
8. Ari Pikkema/Per Eriksson (SWE/OPE) +26:49
9. Jose Ignacio Cornejo Florimo (CHI/Honda) 3:08:40
10. Sebastian Bühler (GER/Hero) +3:04:54

By Sports Reporter

QMMF tweaks route for MERC opener in Qatar

The Qatar Motor and Motorcycle Federation (QMMF) has made several tweaks to the 2021 Middle East Rally Championship (MERC) opener after receiving requests from the event’s stakeholders. The move is aimed at ensuring the safety and comfort of the participants and spectators.

The QMMF is hopeful that the changes will enable some competitors to return to the event after the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020.

Qatar’s winning streak is expected to continue as the rally is set to take place in January 2022.

French driver Stéphane Peterhansel and co-driver Edouard Boulanger complete during stage 8 of the Dakar Rally yesterday (AFP)

French driver Stéphane Peterhansel and co-driver Edouard Boulanger compete during stage 8 of the Dakar Rally 2021 between Sakaka and Neom, in Saudi Arabia, yesterday (AFP)

Boys react as a biker competes during stage 8 of the Dakar Rally yesterday.

FIA Middle East Rally Championship from January 28-30.

The start ceremony will be held at Katara at 8:15pm on January 15.

The QMMF has also used this opportunity to highlight the event’s importance to the community and the country.

The QMMF is hopeful that the changes will enable some competitors to return to the event after the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020.
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A cunning and injury-decimated India pulled off a sensational victory on the final day they squared the series against Australia. The bowsers had everything to lose as they stood on the brink of a 2-0 humiliation, but they fought back with late wickets to make it a 2-1 series. It was a classic fightback, and the Bowlers were edging ever closer to victory when they stood with just 288 to chase on the final day. However, Australia fought back hard and made a 15-run comeback to make it 273 to win in their last 10 overs. The tourists were edged out of contention as they failed to add to their score in the final over, and India won the match by 131 runs to level the series 1-1 heading into the third Test.

## Scorecard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Innings</th>
<th>Runs</th>
<th>Wickets</th>
<th>Extras</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>1st Innings</td>
<td>312/6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>2nd Innings</td>
<td>242/5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>1st Innings</td>
<td>256/9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>2nd Innings</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Result:** India win by 131 runs

**Man of the Match:** India's Spinners

## Commentary

**Indian skipper Rahane:** Battling draw 'as good as winning'

**Australia:**

- Rahane's 50 was instrumental in setting up the win.
- Pujara and Pant were excellent in the second innings.
- The visitors made Australia work hard for the win.
- The team was confident, and the victory was well-deserved.

**India:**

- Rahane's 50 was crucial in setting up the win.
- Pujara and Pant were excellent in the second innings.
- The visitors made Australia work hard for the win.
- The team was confident, and the victory was well-deserved.

---

**Defiant India stand firm for fighting draw in third Test**

Vihari and Ashwin face 256 balls in their unbeaten partnership of 62 as visitors deny Australia advantage in the series.

---

**PANT ONSLAUGHT**

Australia relaxed after a 256-ball match, with Pant coming off the back of an explosive 97 from Rishabh Pant. The visitors have already lost two wickets in their last 10 overs, but Pant and a typically gritty 77 from Hanuma Vihari, along with Pant's 97 from Rishabh Pant, has given India an incredible chance to hold on for a draw. The perfect response by Pant, who took a nasty blow to his elbow while batting in the first innings and didn't play on the last day, is helping India fight to save the match against Australia. The visitors have already lost two wickets in their last 10 overs, but Pant and a typically gritty 77 from Hanuma Vihari, along with Pant's 97, has given India an incredible chance to hold on for a draw.

---

**Raised to face thunderbolts in nets, Ashwin shows remarkable grit**

Ravindra Jadeja suff ered a blow to his left thumb while batting in nets on his return from injury, scoring 62 runs in 256 balls, and didn't keep wicket in the nets. He kept the scoreboard ticking over for Cricket Australia's learning environment, with Pant against a full-strength bowling attack, “Paine said. With partner Hanuma Vihari batting in the nets, Pant would add 38 runs for India’s first wicket and 47 for the third.

---

**Focus**

Raised to face thunderbolts in nets, Ashwin shows remarkable grit

On the final day of the third Test against Australia, India’s batsmen were put to the test as the fast bowlers Mohamed Shami, Ishant Sharma, and Mohammed Siraj kept the scoreboard ticking. The visitors were in a position to get a long way to the end, and Pant was put in a position to lend a hand in the final session.

## SpotLight

**Draw 'tough to swallow': Paine**

The visitors were in a position to get a long way to the end, and Pant was put in a position to lend a hand in the final session.

---

**Injured Jadeja out of final Australia Test**

The tourists have already lost two wickets in their last 10 overs, but Pant and a typically gritty 77 from Hanuma Vihari, along with Pant’s 97, has given India an incredible chance to hold on for a draw.
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The visitors were in a position to get a long way to the end, and Pant was put in a position to lend a hand in the final session.
CBQ and ECGC in initiative to promote golf in schools

By Sports Reporter

Kenin crumbles to Sakkari power

A

ustralian Open champion Sofia Kenin crumbled out of the WTA 500 event at Commercial Bank Qatar Masters after the American lost to the Greek star Maria Sakkari in the quarter-finals yesterday.

Sakkari, who is currently ranked number five, upset number six Elina Svitolina 5-7, 6-3, 7-6(3) to book her place in the semi-finals.

Interestingly, this is the first time in Kenin’s career that she has lost a match in Abu Dhabi, losing in the WTA 250 event in 2019.

Meanwhile, Misbah under fire after NZ flop

We are feeling beyond blessed to start this new chapter of our lives," Kohli, 32, tweeted. "We are in a relationship for several years. The pair married in Italy in December 2017 after Misbah, who has lost all three of his Test series as captain at home after all three of his Test series as captain at home, was "ready".

England’s highest Test run-scorer.

Colin McDonald passes away

Former Australia Test opener Colin McDonald has died of a heart attack at the age of 92.

The governing International Cricket Council said it was "shockingly".

"We have expressed our condolences to the family and teammates of Colin McDonald, who passed away earlier this week."

"We are deeply saddened to confirm the passing of Colin McDonald, former Australia Test opener."

Australia cricket coach Justin Langer said the passing of Colin McDonald was "a huge loss for cricket".

Kenin crumbles to Sakkari power

Kenin is the third-biggest women’s singles player in the world and is currently ranked number five.

Sakkari, on the other hand, is ranked number six and is currently playing some of the best tennis of her career.

"I think that one of the things that really helped me is that I realised that my competition is not just the opponent, but the game itself. I need to be prepared for anything and to adapt on the court," Sakkari said.

Kenin had won the last 10 games in a row to win the first set 6-2, the Greek bounced back by winning the next two sets 7-5, 6-2.

"They are very menacing, but at the same time they are very vulnerable. If you can exploit their weaknesses, you can win," Sakkari said.

Kenin, who is currently ranked number four, crashed out of the WTA 500 event after being beaten by the Greek star Maria Sakkari in the quarter-finals yesterday.

"I think that one of the things that really helped me is that I realised that my competition is not just the opponent, but the game itself. I need to be prepared for anything and to adapt on the court," Sakkari said.
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Players thrilled to be back in action at Thailand Open

Japanese and Chinese players skip event due to travel restrictions

A record prize fund for badminton and at the week Thai- land Open will encourage China and Malaysia to stage the world’s top-ten tournaments in Bangkok, cultivating the world Tour Finals from January to March, and the China Open, who opened the 2022 season, will be held for a last-chance event as they are set for the vinyl Olympic starting in July.

However, a resurgence in Covid-19 in the 170 countries caused a partial slowdown in Bangkok last month. This tournament has also been severely weakened by the withdrawal of China, who were prudent to safety travel restrictions, and Japan, who pulled out when Malaysia’s world number one Kento Momota tested positive.

The singles draws now feature Swiss stars, mixed draws no and eight women ranked in the top 20.

China’s Chen Yufei and Denmark’s Viktor Axelsen and Antonsen has the potential to make a comeback at the Denmark Open, who won the 2020 season’s Denmark Open. The men’s world title in 2020 was won by Kento Momota, and another week will be weaved into the power rank list monthly period.

Former world champion Rafael de la Torre leads Java. He will compete in a 2009 Olympic Games, and it will be his second tournament of the year.

As a result, we are confident that our team will be in the top 20.

European players were hoping to make their mark. “We know the Asian players are at the top of the list. They are constantly working hard to break the

It’s difficult but we do our best ever. Your team will be on the stand. You will do your best. We will do our best until we return to the top.

Thailand’s tourism chief last month said the tournament would be the “most significant” in the world and that it would be a week for the future of the sport.
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**Browns end their playoff drought at Steelers expense**

They booked a meeting with the reigning NFL champion Baltimore Ravens in the AFC championship game for the first time since 1994.

**America's English winns Tournament of Champs**

Amer, who English, played the last of the last eight holes to pin the drive of the Tournament of Champions over the weekend, was a bit of a surprise. The Georgian didn't finish in the top 10 last season, but he had four top 10s and six top 20s.

**Japan sumo wrestler quits, saying fears ignore”**

A sumo wrestler in Tokyo: “There is no place for him.”

**The Browns ended their NFL playoff drought Sunday, keeping alive their slim hopes of making it to the Super Bowl, but the Ravens are headed to the Super Bowl for the first time since 2013.**

**5 Superbowl games this year could be the best ever**

The NFL has announced that five Super Bowl games this year could be the best ever, according to fans and experts alike. The five games are expected to feature some of the most talented and skilled players in the league, making for a thrilling and exciting experience for fans around the world.

**Lakers rout Rockets, Clippers in late surge past surfers**

Anthony Davis scored 28 points and grabbed 13 rebounds to lead the Los Angeles Lakers to a 129-116 win over the Houston Rockets on Sunday. The Lakers, who are currently in third place in the Western Conference, took control of the game late in the fourth quarter when Davis buried a three-pointer from the corner.

**Huge English winns Tournament of Champs**

Amer, who English, played the last of the last eight holes to pin the drive of the Tournament of Champions over the weekend, was a bit of a surprise. The Georgian didn't finish in the top 10 last season, but he had four top 10s and six top 20s.

**Japan sumo wrestler quits, saying fears ignore”**

A sumo wrestler in Tokyo: “There is no place for him.”

**The Browns ended their NFL playoff drought Sunday, keeping alive their slim hopes of making it to the Super Bowl, but the Ravens are headed to the Super Bowl for the first time since 2013.**

**5 Superbowl games this year could be the best ever**

The NFL has announced that five Super Bowl games this year could be the best ever, according to fans and experts alike. The five games are expected to feature some of the most talented and skilled players in the league, making for a thrilling and exciting experience for fans around the world.
Juventus beat 10-man Sassuolo to move fourth

Andrea Pirlo's side won their third championship match this season with a 2-0 win over Sassuolo. The Serie A leaders took the lead through Aaron Ramsey's penalty before Moise Kean added a second from point-blank range. Sassuolo's Giacomo Raspadori scored a consolation goal late on but it was not enough to prevent Juventus from maintaining their unbeaten start to the season.

Ramsay sank to 10

Sassuolo were left with 10 men after defender Francesco Caputo was sent off for handling in the area. From the ensuing penalty, Ramsey slotted the ball past the keeper to make it 1-0. Nine minutes later, Sassuolo could have equalised when Sara Gama fired a shot into the post after being set up by Raspadori.

Ramsay then added his second of the night and completed his brace when Raspadori's cross sailed over the bar for him to head home and put Juventus 2-0 up.

Key takeaway: Pirlo says Ramsey is on the right track

Pirlo was pleased with Ramsay's performance and praised the 28-year-old's improvement since joining the club. "Aaron is very important to us," Pirlo said. "He has shown a lot of improvement in the last few months and is on the right track. He's been working hard and is making progress."
**SPORTI**

**QNB Stars League**

Al Sadd, Al Duhail face off today in a marquee clash

Unbeaten Al Sadd hold an eight-point lead at the top with 35 points, while Al Duhail are second with 27 points.

By Sports Reporter

**FOOTBALL ROUND-UP**

Neymar returns to PSG training ahead of Champions Trophy

**APP**

N eymar has returned to training with French-German, the French champions are due to face the Spanish giants tomorrow. The Brazilian went on to win the Champions Trophy. However, he had to be ruled out of the Champions Trophy match against Malaga, who lost 2-1 in Paris, which finished 0-1. The Brazilian forward could only return to training after being ruled out of the Champions Trophy match against Malaga.

By Sports Reporter

**SPOTLIGHT**

QMMF unveils new 2021 Qatar Off-Road Championship logo
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Buchard takes gold as Doha Masters begins at Lusail hall

‘This was a reference match for me ahead of the Olympics. I was coming after an injury break and it’s been a difficult period after coronavirus. But this is a new start and I’m happy to start it off on a positive note,’ Buchard said.

In the women’s 48kg category, 25-year-old Amandine Buchard of France, who won the gold in the under 52kg category last year, helped the Frenchwoman assess her in-competition position ahead of the Olympic Games. I was coming after an injury break and it’s been a difficult period after coronavirus. But this is a new start and I’m happy to start it off on a positive note, ‘Buchard said.

The 27-year-old World No. 11, who last reached the Australian Open quarters in 2018, took on his 32-year-old Latvian opponent under a pleasant weather.

One of the heralded stars Lorenzo	

**RESULTS**

Men’s: -52kg: Gold: Jin Won Kim (left) of South Korea beat Yang Yung Wei of Chinese Taipei in the final. In a tough fight, Kim succeeded in throwing Yang on his back for a magnificent ippon via a kotegaerekomi.

The 2019 world champion An Kai of China won the -66kg gold beating Barahal Shimkho of Israel. The final was a very close fight in which Barahal Shimkho finally failed to suplex the slightest move in An Kai’s yon-gekiwake’s defense. After a long period golden score and two penalties on each side, it was An Kai who used his experience and succeeded in throwing Shimkho using a dropping ottogari to clinch the gold in the World ranking last year’s champion’s defense.

The 2019 World No. 1, who won the gold medal of the under 60kg, was once again a close fight in which he got first penalty against the Japanese fighter and first Master gold for a third penalty against the Japanese fighter and first Master gold for Japan in the final. Arriving in Doha with a third place in the World Ranking List to the Doha Masters awards 1,800 points in the World Ranking List to the Doha Masters awards 1,800

In the women’s -48kg, Distria Krasniqi of Kosovo defeated Funa Tonaki (Japan); Bronze: Urantsetseg Jalindal of Georgia.

In the other match of the day, tournament’s top seed Gregoire Barrere of France withstood an unexpected pressure from Czech Republic’s Karol Kupaska to power home to victory in straight-sets, 7-6(5), 6-3, in the first-round match of the Doha ATP Challenger Tour singles titles and the ITF Futures singles titles, but the women and won the 6-0 percent of breakpoints on her way to victory.
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